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Cave rescue: The divers who got the Thai boys out - BBC News The mission to rescue the boys in the cave has been a Thai-led but truly international effort. The cave
divers who went back for their friends - BBC News In February 2014 two divers died at a depth of more than 100m in a huge cave system in Norway. Seven weeks
later, their three friends went back to get their bodies. Meet the seven British divers playing leading roles in the ... Chris Jewell and Jason Mallison. T he British team
were joined by two more divers: Chris Jewell and Jason Mallison of the Cave Diving Group, Britain's oldest amateur.

Cave diving - Wikipedia Cave diving is underwater diving in water-filled caves. It may be done as an extreme sport, a way of exploring flooded caves for scientific
investigation, or for the. Cave Diving British Style (an essay) - Cave Diving Group There are some things that we would tell anyone thinking of going cave-diving in
the UK - things we think they should know about British cave diving. Who are the British Thai cave divers and Navy SEALs and ... THE massive operation to
recover the young footballers stuck in a flooded cave in Thailand involved hundreds of brave rescuers - led by two Brit divers.

Family of British diver in Thai cave rescue waiting to ... The family of a British diver involved in the rescue of a Thai football team from a cave are waiting to
celebrate his success with a "car full of beer.
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